EXERCISE 1.2 (US)
1. Institutions must rethink their risk management strategy and adopt a holistic
__________.
A) issue
B) approach
C) data

2. Publicly __________ data can potentially examine the relationship between
education and health, but it has not yet been widely applied.
A) available
B) financial
C) specific

3. The primary focus of this research is two case study-schools, which have both
been actively pursuing an agenda to build an internationally-oriented
curriculum, in a __________ of globalization.
A) context
B) procedure
C) labour

4. The persistence of child poverty is attributed to a narrow focus on poverty rather
than on the real issue of relative poverty or the unequal __________ of wealth.
A) authority
B) distribution
C) finance

5. In Eastern Africa, the main __________ since early in the twentieth century have
been cotton and coffee, mostly grown by indigenous farmers.
A) exports
B) methods
C) services
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6. This book __________ key dilemmas and practices in second language
education, and examines how teachers might intervene and deal with these
concerns.
A) identifies
B) benefits
C) requires

7. This project __________ interviewing participants of diverse spiritual, cultural, and
language backgrounds.
A) authorized
B) processed
C) involved

8. Technology plays a __________ role in the development of language learning
materials.
A) conceptual
B) legal
C) major

9. The renewable energy __________ of the European Union aims at promoting
both sustainability and energy security by substituting polluting and imported
energy sources.
A) policy
B) figure
C) issue

10.__________ shows that reading habits are influenced by age, gender, marital
status, educational background and occupation, as well
as parents’ educational background.
A) Economy
B) Research
C) Legislation

Answers: 1. B, 2. A, 3. A, 4. B, 5. A, 6. A, 7. C, 8. C, 9. A, 10. B
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